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680 But he miraculus things the way they figure
out these documents and all that (?). He sayse need not concern

ourselves here th them. We're going to quote? a little

685 of Shakespeare criticism." And then he points out that there is one

Shakespearean critic, very, very few of them left, who rY*FI write,

who use this method in Shakespeare, and listen to what he says about him:

He says, "Dober(?) Wilson is a typical case, an intelligent and coriservatuve

textual critic. One of the evidepoes editors of the valuable, soetimes

weird, new Cambridge etea edition - ". And then he goes on about

it and he says, .4i1son's theories are the called the careerings(?) of a

709 not-too-captive I in a high I That's what

break in tape

And yet this thing which has been given up regarding other ? I

is now being extended and taught and presented more widely than ever before

in relation to the Bible. Satan doesn't want us to use the urn lamp to our

feet and the light to our path; he wants us to wander in darkness and fall

into his clutches.

Back in 1924 there was a young zxV couple who were making a honeymoon

trip in the Grand Canyon, and they made it by boat. They did not do it like

my wife and I did; we went on our honeymoon in the Grand gzr Canyon; we

walked. But they went by boat. And they came in a boat down through the

Canyon and they came to the bridge actoss the Colorado River, the only

bridge in over ±xx a hundred miles. And there there is a United States

Government Water (Measuring(?) station. They stopped there and they

talked with them a little and then they went on. And a few days later
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